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In the Southwest, recovery of the lobo is going slower
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This Mexican gray wolf was released from a cage to a one-third-acre pen near Hannagan Meadow, Ariz., in 1998.

By Patrick O'Driscoll, USA TODAY 

DENVER — As gray wolves thrive and multiply in the northern Rockies, their cousins are having a tougher time in the Southwest.

The Mexican gray wolf or lobo, a smaller and rarer subspecies, was hunted nearly to extinction in the early 1900s.

After it was put on the endangered species list in 1976, five survivors were caught in Mexico and bred with others in captivity.

In 1998, the federal government released 11 wolves in Arizona and New Mexico in an effort to restore them to the wild.

Under the official recovery plan, their numbers should have grown by now to 102 animals in 15 packs. An official count in January
found 59 wolves and seven breeding pairs.

"The plight of the lobo is dire," says Michael Robinson of the Center for Biological Diversity, an environmental group suing over
management of the Mexican wolf.

John Morgart, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's coordinator of the Mexican wolf recovery, says the program is still a biological
success. "People want to say, 'You didn't reach 102 so you're failing,' " Morgart says. "But 59 is the highest documented up to this
point."

He says no one was certain how the wolves would do in the wild so 102 was only a goal.

At least 23 lobos have been illegally shot since 1998. Including road kills, legal killing of problem wolves and other causes, 49 have
died. "If left reasonably alone, wolves are going to make it. It's just a question of what humans will tolerate," Morgart says. 

Other challenges:

Livestock losses. Morgart says losses from ranches are inevitable but few. Last year, the Fish and Wildlife service had to kill four
wolves that preyed on cattle. In February, the agency killed one wolf traced to three cow deaths and ordered the capture or killing of
another that killed livestock.

Wolf-dog hybrids. To guard the gene pool, biologists twice have destroyed wild litters of female Mexican wolves that bred with dogs.
Cross-breeding in the wild is not common, Morgart says. Mexican wolves breed once a year. Mating season began this month.

Local vs. federal authority. In New Mexico, the Catron County Commission passed an ordinance last month that would allow a
county officer to shoo away, trap or kill "habituated" Mexican wolves considered a threat to people if federal authorities don't act first.

A bigger challenge may be getting the species off the federal endangered list.

The 6,800-square-mile recovery zone can't accommodate the numbers of wolves and packs that would be needed to end federal



protection.

"It's going to take either expanding the boundaries or finding other suitable areas" for more releases, Morgart says. "Where does that
habitat come from?"
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